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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Raz-Lee Security announces SSL support in iSecurity Firewall
Nanuet, New York (October 1, 2007) Raz-Lee Security Inc., a leading vendor of security
solutions for the IBM System i, has announced support for SSL enforcement in iSecurity
Firewall. SSL support constitutes a major improvement in Firewall, and solidifies iSecurity's
position as the most comprehensive security suite of products on the market for System i security
and compliance solutions.
Support for selected enforcement of SSL was developed as a result of numerous requests from
Firewall customers worldwide. Although many sites allow Telnet access without SSL, these
same sites often insist that ODBC access use SSL capabilities. Often times though, different
types of equipment in company's branch offices include differing levels of SSL support.
Providing a software solution is therefore of utmost importance.
Mr. Shmuel Zailer, CEO of Raz-Lee Security said: "Until Raz-Lee implemented SSL support in
Firewall, the only way to implement user to port rules was to use the OS/400 Port Restriction
capabilities. As a result, companies needing to define service (i.e. port) to branch office (i.e. IP)
rules often found that this resulted in unacceptable performance degradation. Also, use of Port
Restriction requires a relatively high level of technical knowledge, and is often very risky, as a
slight error may disconnect users from the system! Finally, OS/400 Port Restriction does not
have simulation capabilities and its logging file is not part of the standard log files provided by
OS/400."
With this announcement, Raz-Lee offers a virtually no-overhead solution for confirmation of
SSL enforcement per IP Address per service. The activity log file produced is part of iSecurity
Firewall's standard log file and simulation mode is available prior to "live" implementation,
preventing what may be serious networking errors.

About Raz-Lee Security Inc.
With corporate headquarters in Nanuet, New York, Raz-Lee Security is the leading security
solution provider for the IBM System i (AS/400). Drawing upon over 24 years of standard and
mission-critical installation experience, Raz-Lee has leveraged vast expertise in the System i
Performance and Optimization Market to design, develop and market comprehensive security
solutions.
The broad scope of this experience gives Raz-Lee the insight required to develop, deploy and
maintain products and solutions to assure end-to-end security for every System i configuration
and application.
For more information about Raz-Lee Security and its products and services, visit
www.razlee.com , send an email to marketing@razlee.com, or call 1-888-729-5334.

